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Return to the workplace 
realities

After acclimating to remote work over the 
past two years, knowledge workers are 
adjusting to new hybrid workplace norms.

A global pandemic has transformed the modern workplace, forcing 
companies to rethink how and where their employees work. While many 
companies adjusted to—and even permanently switched to—remote 
work outside the office, others have decided that a return to the workplace 
is in order.

What does that mean for workers now that some employees are back in 
the office? A survey of 1,162 knowledge workers conducted by The Harris 
Poll found that adjusting back to an in-office or hybrid workplace has real 
consequences on employees’ abilities to collaborate, and is raising 
concerns for employees who’ve adjusted to a remote-working way of life.

Employee concern is on the rise

of employees between 18 and 44 are concerned 
that returning to the office will be detrimental 
to their mental and physical health. This 
concern drives people to prefer a hybrid work 
environment, despite its challenges. 

46%

Survey methodology: This survey was conducted online within the United States by The Harris Poll on behalf of Glean from April 28 - 
May 02, 2022 among 1,162 U.S. adults ages 18 and older. The sampling precision of Harris online polls is measured by using a Bayesian 
credible interval.  For this study, the sample data is accurate to within + 2.8 percentage points using a 95% confidence level.

Adjusting to the new hybrid workplace

of Americans who work in a hybrid work 
environment spend more time chasing 
down colleagues for information that they 
need now that some employees have 
returned to the workplace than they 
did at the beginning of the pandemic 
when all/most were remote.

25%

of Americans who work in a hybrid work 
environment face issues effectively 
collaborating with colleagues.

Over a third (37%)

18% say workplace collaboration has 
gotten worse since employees have 
returned to the workplace. 

That’s even more pronounced for younger 
employees, with 63% of employees between 
18 and 44 viewing that as a benefit.

That said, 50% of employed Americans have 
stayed at a job they hated because they 
liked/had great relationships with colleagues.

of employed Americans say lack of 
accountability among colleagues/ 
team members is among the biggest 
drawbacks to a hybrid or remote working 
environment.

A third (35%)

Most people don't like being forced 
to hang out with their coworkers.

58% of 
employees
said not having to socialize outside of 
work with their colleagues was a 
benefit of working remotely.

But remote work isn’t all peachy.

with young children say that they 
have a hard time setting boundaries 
between their work and personal 
life, compared to 31% of all remote 
workers surveyed.

46% of parents 
working remotely

46%
Concerned
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